Repairing Uraki Secondary School
and developing Kimnyak Dispensary

10 January – 13 March 2012

A report back to our donors on what
we did with your money

These projects were arranged through the
Bugbrooke East Africa Trust (BEAT)
(registered charity No. 1116740)

Donations came in two parts:
For Uraki Secondary School:
Grants totalling £20,000 from
The Allan & Nesta Ferguson Charitable Trust
and The Waterloo Foundation
plus individual donations of £7,000 + Gift Aid
For Kimnyak Dispensary:
A BEAT grant of £6,000 plus donations and Gift Aid

And this is how we used the money (in Tanzanian Shillings and Pounds)
at Uraki Secondary School
3.82M
(£1,600) refurbishing old toilet as new boys toilet
13.9M
(£5,850) building a new girls toilet
7.1M
(£3,000) repairing and finishing two unfinished classrooms
25.6M
(£10,700) rebuilding three broken classrooms , one as a new laboratory
9.0M
(£3,750) building a new school kitchen
665K
(£280)
to get an electricity supply to the school
950K
(£400)
wiring up the new laboratory
2.2M
(£940)
wiring up the administration block
2.0M
(£860)
converting a store to become a new school library
2.5M
(£1,070) repairing three badly damaged classroom floors
TOTAL
£28,450
2.37M
8.90M
2,75M
1.50M
Total

at Kimnyak Dispensary
(£1,000) to get a secure and reliable water supply
(£3,840) to get an electricity line to the dispensary
(£1,170) to wire up the dispensary and two staff houses
( £625)
for two additional rooms to be used for HIV/TB support
£6,630

The original toilet
had only 6 holes
for 600 pupils – boys and girls

The old toilet was refurbished and extended
with a urinal to give a decent boys toilet.
A new girls toilet with 10 holes was built on
the other side of the school.

Two classrooms, unfinished but structurally sound, were finished

Three of the original classrooms had never been completed and were near collapse
So we helped them to collapse a bit more and then completely rebuilt them!
and turned one into a new science laboratory where they could do proper practicals

And wired up the laboratory and the administration block
and paid for an electricity connection which will come when Tanesco can deliver

The school kitchen was a shack
almost ready to collapse

Now replaced by a new kitchen
with a proper food store alongside
and fit to take proper efficient
cookers when they can find the
funds

The old food store was converted into a new small library

and finally three classrooms had their broken floors repaired
to give decent teaching conditions
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Summary of changes to
Uraki Secondary School

New
Girls Toilet

Transforming
Kimnyak
Dispensary

New electricity line
awaiting final connection

Water on tap for both the staff
houses and the dispensary

Doctors in front of two new rooms
to be used for treating HIV & TB

This is an exact transcript of a thank you letter we received from the students
This is a thanks from URAKI SECONDARY SCHOOL
Dear Mother Sue and Father Tony
It’s joy and glad to say thanks for a good job you have done in our school. You have done renovation in
classes, both girls and boys toilets, library books, kitchen and others.
Previously we had shortage of classes, toilets, kitchen, books and library. But thank God we have it
now. Therefore we promise you that we will change in our academic performance. Also we promise
you that all things you built to us we keep it safe and clean all the time. Dear our grand parents when
you are in England please don’t forget our URAKI because we shall never forget you. Please send our
greetings and thanks to your friends and relatives. Tell them we invite them at URAKI SECONDARY
SCHOOL any time.
We wish you all the best in your journey and we welcome you again in our school and GOD BLESS YOU
And also a letter from the teachers
Our Dearest Tony & Suz
We thank you so much for what you have done to us. We do appreciate it very much and we have the
greatest confidence in you simply because you have changed out school to the greatest extent,
however we have nothing to pay but what we can do is just to pray for you to have good health perfect
love and long life.
We Uraki staff members we say thank you a million. We wish you safe journey, Remember us in
whatever good we have done to you. Moreover send our Thanks to your friends, relatives and to all the
people who have given their contribution for our school buildings. We promise to use them effectively
to raise our school standard of education. We thank them vey much and God will be with them in
whatever they are doing.
With a lot of thanks and appreciation.
URAKI STAFF MEMBERS

Thanks to you all for your support – Tony & Sue

